The RUN team would like thank all its friends and supporters
Towards the end of the year the team behind the RUN project would like to report on some
major activities in 2017.
The RUN team welcomes new collection points
The goal of the RUN project is the collection, quality-controlled refurbishment and
remarketing of notebooks from private households.
To facilitate this, the RUN project offers the free-of-charge send-in of notebooks in Germany.
Free shipping labels can be created on the RUN website:
https://return.reuse-notebook.com/
Next to this notebook can also be handed over at collection points in Germany and Austria.
The RUN team is happy to welcome new partner who act as collection points:


Musikschule Musikus



Abfallwirtschaft Osterholz-Scharmbeck



ITCONET



Computer Mack

All available collection points in Germany can be found on the website:
http://reuse-notebook.com/de/service/sammelpunkte/
In Vienna, notebooks can be handed over to all locations of the „Wiener Volkshochschulen“.
More information about collection points as well as about the realisation of the project in
Vienna can be found here:
http://www.vhs.at/nettbooks.html

Public relations work
To increase awareness of the RUN project, the RUN team has again set up and realized
various advertising and public relations measures.
For example, the team presented the RUN project at the following most recent, supraregional events:


FAIR FRIENDS – Consumer fair for a sustainable consumption, fair
trade and social responsibility 7. - 10.9.17



Waste-to-Resources 2017, 7. International Congress MBA, Sorting and
Recycling, 16. - 18. Mai 2017, Hannover

Figure 1: Presentation of RUN at Fair Friends 2017

Information about upcoming and past events is also available on the RUN website:
http://reuse-notebook.com/de/service/termine
A new nationwide call for donations of notebooks is implemented in cooperation with iFixit
Europe:
https://eustore.ifixit.com/kreislauf/
The collection campaign runs during the pre-christmas season. Customers are given the
opportunity to donate their devices for reuse for the protection of the environment.
The RUN team would like to take this opportunity to extend warm thanks to the partner iFixit
for the good cooperation.

Figure 2: Joint collection campaign wiht iFixit

Together with you, we would like to continue to „save“ as many notebooks as possible from
reaching their end-of-life much too soon. The RUN team looks forward to our continued
partnership and cooperation.

The RUN project received funding from the European Community’s Seventh Framework
Programme (FP7/2007–2013), Eco-Innovation Call under grant agreement No. 630329.
For more information please visit http://www.run-project.eu

